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 LCLS – pulse energy fluctuations
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What is Your Experience with X-Ray Free Electron Lasers?
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Instrumentation for X-Ray Free Electron Lasers 
1) Confirm Expected Beam Parameters
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Instrumentation for Free Electron Lasers 
2) Diagnostics for problems in the beam transport
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Instrumentation for Free Electron Lasers
3) Measure pulse-to-pulse variations in beam parameters
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• Pulse	energy	

• Position	

• Transverse	profile	

• Spectrum	

• Polarization	

• Arrival	time	and	pulse	length

Photon Beam Instrumentation for X-Ray FELs
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Pulse Energy
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• Photodiode

Pulse Energy
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Who Brought Their Personal Photodiodes to the Lecture Today?
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Photodiode Readout

690 FRONT ENDS

stop there. Filters do not cut off everything outside their passbands. Not every-
thing has a one-pole rolloff. Shot noise limited SNR can be improved by getting
more photocurrent. There’s no substitute for calculating the SNR and frequency
response.

18.2 PHOTODIODE FRONT ENDS

This section is really an extended example of how to design a front end amplifier
for a visible or near IR photodiode, and how to get a factor of 4000 improvement
in bandwidth over the naive approach without sacrificing SNR. All the signal-to-noise
comparisons we’ll be making will be the DC signal power to the rms noise, which is
really a carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) since what we think of as the signal will usually
be much smaller than the DC. The SNR is what we care about, so we’ll use that for
rhetorical purposes.

18.2.1 The Simplest Front End: A Resistor

Say we need with a detector subsystem whose 3 dB bandwidth is 1 MHz, a photocurrent
of 2 µA from a silicon photodiode whose capacitance is 600 pF at zero bias. Given a
detector whose output is a current, the easiest way to form a voltage from it is to shove
it into a resistor, say, 1 M!, as shown in Figure 18.1. While this circuit generates an
output voltage Vo = IdR with admirable linearity (at least until we forward-bias the PD
too far), problems arise as soon as we ask about AC performance. Since the full signal
swing appears across the detector capacitance Cd , the output rolls off starting at

fRC = 1
2πRLCd

, (18.1)

which is 265 Hz at zero bias. This is a mere factor of 3800 slower than our 1 MHz design
point. As we saw in Section 3.4.5, most visible and NIR detectors can be operated at
reverse bias, which will reduce Cd (by as much as 7–10 times) while increasing the
leakage current slightly. This is nearly always an excellent trade, contrary to what you’ll
often read elsewhere. This diode’s data sheet says that its leakage current is about 0.5
nA at room temperature, for a 12 V reverse bias, and that this bias will reduce Cd by a
factor of 6, to 100 pF. That gets us to 1600 Hz, still not blazing fast. (We get to keep

Vbias

Cd
RL

D1

+

Id iNthiNs

Cd
RL

Id

Figure 18.1. The world’s simplest front end: a load resistor.

3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS 93
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Figure 3.1. Photodetection in semiconductor diode: (a) PIN diode, zero bias; (b) PIN diode, high
bias (fully depleted); (c) avalanche photodiode; ν and π are very low-doped n and p regions,
respectively.

detector. In a quantum detector, each photon gives rise to an electron–hole pair, so that
the electrical current is proportional to the photon flux. Electrical power is proportional
to i2, however, so the electrical power goes as the square of the optical power. Since
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined in terms of power, rather than amplitude, the
signal-to-noise ratio on the electronic side is the square of that on the optical side. The
same is true of thermal detectors, since #T ∝ Popt and #V ∝ #T .

An optical signal of 106 photons per second has an RMS statistical noise of 103

photons in a 1 second DC measurement (0.5 Hz bandwidth); since the optical power is
proportional to the photon flux, the signal-to-noise ratio on the optical side is 103 in 1
second. On the electrical side, however, the signal power delivered to a load resistor R is
(106e)2R, while the noise power is (103e)2R, so that the signal-to-noise ratio on this side
is 106 in the same 1 second measurement. The two ratios behave differently with band-
width, as well. In a 0.01 second measurement (B = 50 Hz), the optical signal-to-noise
ratio is

!
(0.01 × 106) = 100; it goes as B−1/2. The electrical SNR is 1002 = 104 in 0.01

second; it goes as B−1.
The author uses the electrical signal-to-noise ratio exclusively, because he finds he

makes many fewer blunders that way. It is much easier to convert the signal and shot
noise into electrical terms than to convert load resistor Johnson noise, multiplication
noise, recombination noise, and so forth into optical terms, because the one conversion
is physical and the other is not. Test equipment such as spectrum analyzers, lock-in ampli-
fiers, and A/D boards all work in volts and amps. By using the electrical signal-to-noise
ratio, it is unnecessary to mentally extract square roots all the time in order to have good
comparisons between different measurements. One drawback to this approach is that if
your colleagues are used to quoting SNR in optical terms, they may feel that you’re
grandstanding by using the electrical SNR. The only defense against this charge is to
state clearly and often which ratio is being quoted.

Aside: Where Does the Power Go? Square-law detection is a surprisingly deep sub-
ject, leading as it does to coherent detection and large dynamic ranges, but there is a
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Transimpedance Amplifier
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18.4 TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIERS 693

18.4 TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIERS

One way to do it is to make the detector work into a virtual ground, as shown in
Figure 18.3. Although the inverting input of A1 draws no current, feedback forces the
voltage there to be close to zero at all times. The way this works is that A1 senses the
voltage across Cd and wiggles the other end of Rf to zero it out. Provided A1 has high
open-loop gain AVOL, the swing across Cd is greatly reduced, and the bandwidth greatly
improved. The amplifier input adds a significant amount (2–20 pF) of its own capacitance
Cin, which must be added to Cd . Because this circuit is so important in applications, it’s
worth spending a little time analyzing its bandwidth and noise.

The voltage gain of A1 is not infinite, so that the swing is not exactly zero; to produce
an output voltage Vo, A1 requires an input voltage Vi = Vo/AVOL. AVOL rolls off at
high frequency, which limits the bandwidth improvement. Prepackaged op amps have
their open-loop frequency responses carefully tailored to make them easy to use, which
in practice means that they roll off like 1/f (6 dB per octave), with a nearly constant
90◦ phase shift from a low frequency all the way to their unity gain crossover at fT .
The uppermost curve of Figure 18.4 shows the response of an LF356 (105 dB DC gain,
4 MHz fT ), which is of this character. The advantage of this is that any closed-loop
gain will result in a stable and well-behaved circuit that settles quickly. This approach
is called dominant pole compensation; its drawback is wasted bandwidth at high
closed-loop gain, which does not greatly concern us here. Mathematically, AVOL is
approximately

AVOL(f ) = ADC

(1 + jf/fdom) (1 + jf/f2)
. (18.3)

The exact values of the DC gain ADC and the dominant pole frequency fdom are
not well controlled from unit to unit. Their product, known as the gain–bandwidth
product (GBW), is approximately equal to the unity gain crossover frequency fT and
is a well-controlled parameter. The other term in the denominator, which is a pole at
frequency f2, represents the effects of limited bandwidth in other stages of the amplifier.
In amplifiers intended for use at unity gain, f2 is always higher than fT , but not by
much—a factor of 1.2 to 4, thus contributing an additional phase shift at fT from 40◦

down to 15◦.

−

+
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−Vbias

Id

D1
Output

Cd
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Figure 18.3. Op amp transimpedance amplifier.
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Further Refinements to the Circuit
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706 FRONT ENDS

same collector current. Assuming IC2 ≫ IC1, the noise current from Q2 flowing to the
emitter of Q1 via Cd is

iNbootstrap ≈

!
Id

IC2

"
2eIdωCdrE1 (18.20)

to leading order in ω. This is approximately (IC2/Id)
1/2 times smaller than in the unbiased

case. It grows linearly with ω, so although the bandwidth is increased by IC2/Id , the
SNR is down 3 dB at about ω = (IC2/Id)

1/2/(rE2Cd), just as in the biased cascode case.
Bootstrapping basically replaces the rE1 of cascode device Q1 with the rE2 of fol-

lower Q2, which gives an improvement of IC2/IC1 times in bandwidth. By essentially
eliminating the capacitive loading on Q1, it also eliminates the effects of Q1’s voltage
noise.

This trick is reminiscent of the old joke about the cowboy who, after he fell into a well,
“pulled himself up by his bootstraps.” Bootstrapping suffers the same multiplication of
the voltage noise of the follower that we saw in the transimpedance amplifier. However,
here the RC product is not Rf Cd but rE1Cd , a factor of 8 smaller, and the follower’s
vN is usually smaller as well, so this is not nearly as great a problem as it is with the
transimpedance amplifier.

We wouldn’t be doing this if current errors weren’t important, so we’ll use a superbeta
MPSA18 with IC2 = 290 µA. The largish Ceb of this device appears in parallel with Cd ,
so it hardly matters; the Ccb forms a voltage divider with Cd , but since it’s 50 times
smaller, it doesn’t matter much either. The 7 µA flowing through Rbias makes the cascode
a bit faster, and the offset voltage and drift are canceled by the matching resistor and the
VBE of Q3. All this together improves the CNR to 1 dB above the shot noise limit in the
flatband, degrading to 3 dB above shot noise at 1 MHz, and gets us a 3 dB bandwidth
of 2 MHz. The final circuit is shown in Figure 18.12, its calculated performance in
Figure 18.13(a). Figure 18.13(b) shows the prototype’s measured performance, which is
somewhat better than the worst-case calculation. The measured shot noise/dark

Rbias

Id
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+
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Rf

D1

Output
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301 k

Cf 0.25 pF

BFG25A/X

2 M 

30k

20k

−15V

MPSA18
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Q1Q2

LF357A

+15V
2 M

100 pF

2N3904

Q3

Figure 18.12. The final circuit: cascode Q1 plus bootstrap Q2 cope with the obese 100 pF diode,
and diode-connected Q3 cancels the VBE drift of Q1.
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043108-2 Kudo et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 043108 (2012)

its operational status. In Sec. V, we discuss our results and
present our conclusions.

II. RESPONSES OF A SILICON PIN PHOTODIODE
TO INTENSE PHOTON PULSES

To apply PIN photodiodes to pulse-by-pulse XFEL diag-
nostics, evaluation of their response to the intense femtosec-
ond pulses is mandatory. In the present application, signal
carrier density in the photodiode is so high that the signal
(minority) carrier density exceeds the doping concentration,
which is in this case around 1012, 13 cm−3 for the high resistive
silicon used for x-ray PIN photodiodes. In such a condition
with increased signal carrier density, significant electron-hole
recombination occurs and the photodiode response loses the
linearity to the incident light intensity. In the previous study
with sub-micro second pulses, it was reported that the linear
response of a photodiode is degraded at the collection time
over 1 ¹ s.14

We tested a silicon PIN photodiode by detecting near-
infrared pulses from a laser source. A near-infrared laser
(Legend Elite USP-HE pulse laser, Coherent Inc., CA,USA,
λ D 800 nm, temporal duration of ∼100 fs, beam diameter of
∼5 mm (FWHM), pulse energy of ∼1.5 mJ/pulse at 1 kHz),
which mimics XFEL pulse, was irradiated onto a silicon PIN
photodiode (S3590-09, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Japan,
active area of 10 mm × 10 mm) with a reverse bias at 24
V. Output signals from the photodiode were recorded using a
digital oscilloscope (Infinium DSO9254A, Agilent Technolo-
gies, Inc., CA,USA). Figure 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d) show
the responses of the photodiode to the pulsed laser irradia-

tions. The incident pulse energies were adjusted using neutral
density filters, and were measured with a power meter. The
upper panels, (a), (b), and (c), show the variations of the sig-
nal waveforms with increasing pulse energy.

In region A (a) (< 60 nJ/pulse), the waveforms have sim-
ilar shapes with durations of less than 50 ns. The shape of the
waveforms is largely altered with increasing pulse intensity.
The duration increases to a few microseconds in the region
B (b) (60 nJ/pulse–2 ¹ J/pulse), and increases further in the
region C (c) (>2 ¹ J/pulse).

We plotted the relationship between the incident pulse
energies and output charges as shown in Fig. 1(d). The charge
amount Q was calculated from Eq. (1),

Q D
!

V (t)
R

dt ; (1)

where V(t) is the voltage waveform recorded by the oscillo-
scope and R is the input impedance of the oscilloscope (50 ").
The linearity between the total charge to the incident pulse en-
ergy is conserved the regions A and B, while it is degraded in
region C. In the region C, the electron-hole recombination be-
fore the signal charge collection becomes significantly large
due to the elongated drift time and/or the increased recombi-
nation rate.

In contrast to the XFEL pulse with a beam diameter of
around 100 ¹ m, these results were obtained with the near-
infrared laser with a diameter of 5 mm. In addition, attenua-
tion length for x-rays with photon energy of 4-12 keV ranges
from 10 ¹ m to 1 mm, while the attenuation length for opti-
cal laser of 800 nm is 16 ¹ m. The waveform duration and the
saturation threshold would be different to some extent. Under

FIG. 1. Response of PIN photodiode (S3950-09, Hamamatsu Photonics Co. Ltd. Japan) to irradiation of a pulsed laser (Legend Elite USP-HE, Coherent, Inc.,
CA, USA, wavelength of 800 nm, duration ∼100 fs, repetition rate 1 kHz, beam size 5 mm in diameter). The photodiode was reverse biased at 24 V. Signal
waveforms in regions A, B, and C are shown in the upper panel (a), (b), and (c). The relationships between the output charges estimated from the waveforms
and the incident pulse energies are shown in the lower panel (d).
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Ionization of Gas Atoms
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Gas-monitor detectors
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10-6 - 10-4 mbar

Based on atomic photoionization => 
no degradation, indestructible

Photon beam

Low particle density =>  
transparent

Calibrated in the PTB laboratory 
Uncertainty for the pulse energy:  
less than 10%
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• calibrated	in	the	PTB	laboratory	at	BESSY	II.

Quantum Efficiency of the FLASH GMD.
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Photoabsorption cross sections of Xenon
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3rd generation GMD for European XFEL.
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High	extraction	voltage	of	up	to	20	kV	–	30	kV	has	to	be	applied	to	prevent	detection	of	highly	
energetic	photoelectrons	by	the	ion	detector.
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Requirements for Pulse Energy and Beam Position Detectors
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XGMDs for European XFEL: clean room
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XGMD calibration at BW3 beamline (DORIS).
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Comparison to Cryogenic Radiometer
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Why do we use a Cryogenic Radiometer?
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Photoionization Data
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Ion mean charge from ion TOF spectrum.
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q - ion charge 
I(q) – signal intensity
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Comparison of the XGMD and cryogenic radiometer at the photon 
energy of 9.6 keV.
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Comparison of the XGMD and cryogenic radiometer at the photon 
energy of 4.4 keV.
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Beam Position
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• Backscattering	Monitor

Beam Position Monitor for SwissFEL
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Beam Position and Pulse Energy Measurement
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Measurement of Position Stability

U4

10

Figure 7. (a) Plot of pulse energy of the 10 keV XFEL beam as a function of the
pulse number. The data were taken with BM1. (b) Vertical displacement of beam
center. (c) Horizontal displacement.

The devices with pulse-width modulators induce pulsed magnetic fields that affect the electron-
beam trajectory in the accelerator. The BM is usually applied to a XFEL beam in the region
above 0.1 µJ per pulse. The lower-intensity beam is detected directly with a PD in an SCM
module.

3.2.3. Wavelength monitor. A nanocrystalline diamond foil is also applied to wavelength
monitoring. Figure 8 shows a schematic drawing of the WM, which consists of a 15 µm thick
diamond foil on the center of a goniometer and a two-dimensional x-ray detector on the two-
theta arm of the goniometer. The x-ray detector records shot-by-shot images of diffracted x-
rays from the foil using a Si CCD sensor with eight readout ports (multi-port CCD; MPCCD).
Diamond nanocrystals in the foil give a powder diffraction pattern consisting of arcs of
Debye–Scherrer rings. Positions of the arcs on the MPCCD sensor provide the diffraction angle
(✓ in figure 8), from which the wavelength of incident light is calculated. The applicable range
of the WM is currently above 6 keV, which is limited by the acceptable angle of the detector
(30� < 2✓ < 60�). The 111 diffraction is used for the photon energies in 6–12 keV, 220 for
12–18 keV and 311 for >18 keV. As in the case of BMs, the WM is usually on the beam axis to
be an in-line monitor.

The performance of the WM was evaluated using a monochromatized x-ray beam at
BL29XU of SPring-8 [22]. Figure 9(a) shows 111 diffraction peaks of the diamond foil.

New Journal of Physics 15 (2013) 083035 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Gas-Based Beam Position Monitor

UF

calculated

measured

Accuracy for on-line measurements of 
relative beam positions: ~ 20 µm 

Two gas-monitor detector sets, which 
are 20 m apart, allow on-line monitoring 
of the angle:  ~ 1 µrad 
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Transverse Profile
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Scintillators
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Who Owns a Scintillator?
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LCLS beam profile monitor
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LCLS beam profile measurements
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Transverse coherence effects
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Spontaneous Radiation Imager

^S

13

Figure 12. (a) Monitoring system of a light axis of spontaneous emission from
an undulator segment. The spontaneous emission is monochromatized with the
DCM to clarify the position of light axis. A SCM with an MCP image intensifier
provides intensity distribution, center of which corresponds to the light-axis
position. (b) Examples of a spectrum of the spontaneous emission and intensity
distributions after the DCM.

An effective length of the argon-filled region is 0.5 m. Although the gas pressure is low enough
for in-line monitoring, the attenuation of the XFEL beam is significant at low photon energies;
for example, a transmittance is ⇠60% at 4.5 keV while >90% at 8 keV. Thus, the gas chamber
also works as an attenuator at low photon energies, as introduced in section 3.1. A transmittance
can be controlled with the gas pressure.

The GM is suitable for high intensity pulses, which would induce saturation behavior in
conventional intensity monitors such as an ionization chamber or a PD. Figure 11(b) shows a
plot of signals from the GM as a function of pulse energy. The GM exhibits a linear response
even in the high intensity region above 0.1 mJ per pulse.

3.2.5. SCM with an image intensifier. For the alignment of electron trajectory in the undulator
section, it is necessary to monitor a light axis of spontaneous emission produced at each
undulator segment [1, 12]. This light axis corresponds to the electron-beam axis in the undulator
segment. Figure 12(a) schematically shows the monitoring system using a SCM with a micro-
channel plate (MCP, Photonis Inc.) as an image intensifier. The DCM filters out broad off-
axis radiation to clarify the position of the light axis (see figure 12(b)). Although spatial
resolution of the SCM is deteriorated because of the large penetration depth of hard x-rays

New Journal of Physics 15 (2013) 083035 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Aside: Transverse Coherence
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Fresnel Diffraction of a Double Slit
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Evolution of Coherence Along the Undulator
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Transverse Coherence Diagnostics
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“Extended” Young’s double-slit experiment
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Spectrum
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Bent Crystal Spectrometer
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The bent crystal concept
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The bent crystal concept

S^

Range:

Dispersion relation:

Flexible knobs 

• crystal orientation 
• radius of the thin crystal 
• distance of the detector 
• magnification of the imaging 

system
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Why Use a Bent Crystal?
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Spectrometer Design for LCLS

SB

• energy range: 4-20 keV

• bandwidth: > 1% 

• resolution: < 3x10-5 

• dynamic range: > 104 

• transmission: > 50% 

• sensitivity: < 1 micro Joule

• Three crystals cover all the possible 
photon energies with good overlap, for 
high/low resolution options.
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Spectrometer performance
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SwissFEL Spectrometer
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SwissFEL Spectrometer
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Aside: Beam Branching



Beam branching by transmission grating beam splitter
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PSSS – diamond grating
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support structure
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Beam branching by transmission grating beam splitter
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Polarization
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Θ = Θm = 54.7°

Θ = 0°

Θ = 90°

E
β = 1  β = 0 

β = 2 
β = –1

2 31

• Take e.g. Helium 1s as reference line

hν

(–1 ≤ β ≤ 2)

> Online monitoring of flux, hν, ∆hν, polarization 
via photo-ionization / angle-resolved PES

Measurement of Polarization: Angle-Resolved Electron Spectroscopy
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> Circular Dichroism of the Helium photo double ionizationTDCS:

h$ = 159 eV (Eexc = 80 eV)

Eref =  
12 eV 20 eV 36 eV28 eV4 eV

&  '
40 eV

eref

12 eV Symmetry:  
Changing the helicity  
of the light, yields  
"mirror symmetry".

(+

>  Determination of all Stokes parameters possible:

Determination of the Degree of Circular Polarization
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Shot-to-shot characterization of the polarization

B4

Stability most probably dominated by the statistical 
fluctuations on the e-TOF signal
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Determination of Beam Position
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Determination of Beam Position
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Measurement of Beam Position
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Time-Resolved Measurements
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Direct Streaking of the Electron Beam

41(1) mapping of the time axis onto the vertical angle by the transverse deflecting strucutre, (2) 
variation of the horizontal phase advance between the deflector and the profile monitor by 
adjusting the quadrupole lenses, while keeping the vertical phase advance approximately 
constant such that a vertical angle is transformed into a vertical position, and (3) measurement 
of the horizontal beam size in several slices of the beam

(1) (2)

(3)
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Direct Streaking of the Electron BeamDirect Streaking of the Electron Beam
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Measurement of Few-Femtosecond Pulses
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HXR examples at 15.2GeV, 150pC, 10.2keV
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Measurement of the X-Rays Near the Experiment
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X-Ray Arrival Time: Transmission Change
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events obtained with these two models is due to the fact that
the WTPP-2 model allows ionizations by impacts of very
low energies !E!9 eV", whereas the pure TPP-2 model does
not allow this.

In Ref. 35 we estimated the total number of ionization
events triggered by an electron impact of energy E
=0.25 keV, to be Ne!=13, at 90 fs. In this article we obtain
about 20 ionization events at the same value of the electron
impact. The increase is due to the inclusion of ionization by
holes in our current studies.

While simulating the cascades of secondary electrons
and holes initiated by single electron impacts, we used the
elastic and inelastic cross sections calculated for a sample of
neutral atoms. That was a good approximation as in that case
the fraction of ionized atoms in the sample was small. If
carrier cascades are initiated by many impact electrons si-
multaneously, the fraction of ions in the sample becomes
large, and the approximation of a neutral medium breaks
down. However, the cross sections for the impact ionization
of the ions are much smaller than the cross sections for the
impact ionization of neutral atoms. Therefore our results ob-
tained within the neutral medium approximation represent
the upper limit of the number of possible impact ionizations
occurring in a real case, when a fraction of atoms has been
ionized.

The equivalent temperature of the electron gas !calcu-
lated including the primary electron" decreased as the cas-

cade evolved #Fig. 7!a"$. We note that after about 10 fs, all
temperature curves showed similar overall features, and
these were independent of the energy of the primary impact
particle. This indicated that the average energy of electrons
was not much influenced by the energy of the primary elec-
tron but rather by secondary electrons of lower energies !
!60 eV" which dominated the sample after 10 fs. At 100 fs
the temperature of the electron gas dropped to %2–2.2 eV.
In a similar way, we also estimate the equivalent temperature
of the secondary electrons and holes shown in Figs. 7!b" and
7!c". The results show similar curve shapes for secondary
electrons and holes. The temperature of the carrier gas in-
creased to a peak value within %0.1 fs !electrons" and %1 fs
!holes", and then decreased, reaching !at %10 fs" a final tem-
perature independent of the primary impact energy.

Figure 8!a" shows plots of the average number of elec-
trons released, Ne!; #!b"–!c"$ the equivalent temperature, kT,
of the electron gas as a function of the energy, E, of the
primary electron at different times. These curves describe
results obtained at 1, 10, 90 fs, and were based on the TPP-2
model and the WTPP-2 model. The data represent primary
energies of E=0.1,0.25,1 ,10 keV. The results can be used
for the interpolation of the number of ionizations, and the
temperature of the electrons at energies ranging from E
=0.1 keV to E=10 keV. The results show that the number of
secondary electrons, Ne!, is proportional to the impact en-
ergy.

FIG. 9. Energy distribution, N!E" /N,
!fraction of carriers per bin" among
carriers !histogram" at !a, b" t=1 fs;
!c, d" t=10 fs; and !e, f" t=90 fs. His-
tograms correspond to results obtained
at electron impact of E=0.1 keV !left"
and E=10 keV !right" from the TPP-2
model for electrons and holes. The re-
sults are plotted for both electrons
!solid line" and holes !dashed line".
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Arrival timing measurement
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Correlation measurement between direct and diffracted beam
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Correlation measurement between direct and diffracted beam
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Terahertz Streak Camera
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Terahertz Streak Camera
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Measurements at SACLA
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THz Generation
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Gas Jet and eTOFs
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Comparison to Transmission Measurement 
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Results for single color measurements

F4

Run number Length  
rms [fs]

Length acc.  
rms [fs]

#392001 91 13

#392002 91 14

#392037 93 13

#392039 96 13

#392044 92 14
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Simultaneous Measurement of Energy and Pulse Length
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Results for two-color mode
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Delay [fs] Measured [fs] Pulse 1 length  
rms [fs]

Pulse 2 length  
rms [fs]

0 -3.1 81 ± 10 55 ± 12
10 6.0 97 ± 11 64 ± 13
20 10.3 94 ± 11 63 ± 12
30 23.9 93 ± 11 65 ± 12
40 28.6 94 ± 11 67 ± 12
50 42.8 89 ± 11 65 ± 12

Pulse 1Pulse 2

Ishkhan	Gorgisyan

• Correlation	of	0.99	between	the	set	

and	measured	delays	

• First	synchronous	measurement	of	two	

FEL	pulses
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provide only indirect evidence, as they are working on the generating
electron bunch instead of the X-ray pulse itself. To date, no direct
experimental determination of the temporal structure of few-femto-
second SASE X-ray pulses has yet been feasible, due to their X-ray
nature, ultrashort duration and the inherent jitter in their arrival
time. This situation is also substantially different in comparison
to earlier measurements on longer X-ray pulses22,24 or FEL pulses
with lower photon energies25.

NIR streaking spectroscopy of FEL pulses
To directly measure the FEL pulse duration we rely on the method
of near-infrared (NIR) streaking spectroscopy26,27, a well-established
technique for temporal characterization of attosecond pulses in the
XUV spectral region28. In this approach, an NIR laser field that is
coarsely synchronized to the X-ray pulse is spatially overlapped
with the X-ray beam in a dilute gas target. Here, Ne gas atoms are
ionized by the FEL and the generated photoelectrons are detected
with a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer29 (MBES). With an
FEL photon energy of Eγ ≈ 1,791 eV and a binding energy of
EB ≈ 870 eV for the 1s electron shell in Ne, the kinetic energy of
the photoelectrons in the absence of the NIR laser is distributed
around a mean value of ∼921 eV. Thus, each photoelectron can
be modelled as a free wave packet, and the temporal structure of
the complete photoelectron burst is a replica of the incoming FEL
pulse30. An in-depth description of the experimental set-up is
given in the Methods, and more details are provided in the
Supplementary Methods.

Figure 1 presents the experimental set-up and illustrates the
basic principle of streaking. Photoelectron spectra generated in
the presence of an external optical laser field are called
‘dressed’ spectra. These dressed photoelectron spectra exhibit
specific characteristics that depend (among other parameters)
strongly on the duration of the cycle period of the dressing laser
field tperiod, with respect to the duration of the FEL pulses, τX-ray,
to be measured.

In general, one can discern two distinct cases of dressed
photoelectron spectra, defined by the ratio of the dressing field
period to the duration of the X-ray pulses that generate the photo-
electrons (cf. ref. 31). For periods of the dressing field shorter than
the X-ray pulse duration (tperiod/τX-ray < 1), measurements belong to
the ‘sideband regime’, which is characterized by the appearance of
new photolines, symmetrically distributed on both sides of the orig-
inal undressed line and spaced by an energy that corresponds to the
optical frequency of the applied dressing field (see, for example, refs
22, 32 and 33). In this case the photoelectron spectra are sensitive to
the contributions of more than one optical period and accordingly
depend on the cycle-averaged intensity envelope of the
dressing laser.

When the duration of the X-ray pulses is shorter than the period
of the dressing field (tperiod/τX-ray > 1), the photoelectron spectra are
dressed in the so-called ‘streaking regime’. Because the X-ray pulse
only extends over a part of the period of the dressing field, the
photoelectrons generated at different delays between the FEL and
the NIR pulse experience a redistribution in energy that depends
on the magnitude of the electric field at the instant of their gener-
ation. In this way, the electron spectra are significantly changed in
their final energy spread and central energy with respect to the
unstreaked photoelectron burst (Fig. 1, left). In our conditions,
the overall shift Δɛ of the central energy of the photoelectron spec-
trum at an extremum of the streaking vector potential can be
approximated using the classical formula26,34

Δε(tb) ≈ −pcAIR(tb) (1)

where pc is the momentum corresponding to the central energy ɛc of
the unstreaked photoelectrons via pc =

!!!!
2εc

√
(in atomic units, a.u.:

h− = e =me =
1

4πε0
= 1). AIR(tb) is the vector potential of the streaking

field at the moment of birth of the electron wave packet (tb) and is
related to the electric field by EIR(t) = −dAIR(t)/dt.
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up and measurement principle at the LCLS. Experimental set-up in the AMO hutch at the LCLS. The X-ray laser and NIR
streaking laser are coupled into the vacuum chamber and are co-linearly focused onto a Ne gas target. The generated photoelectrons are then
energy-resolved with a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer. The inset on the left depicts two distinctive cases of temporal overlap of the FEL with respect
to the streaking field, one at the zero-crossing and one at a maximum of the NIR vector potential. The respective photoelectron spectra are also shown.
More details are given in the text.
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Installation in SwissFEL
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What are the Uses of Photon Beam Instrumentations for XFELs?
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Photon Beam Instrumentation for XFELs
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☞  Slides available at: http://www.ischebeck.net




